
P7 GC1 Air RGB - Gaming Meets Style 
 

Designed and tailored to the eSports community, the P7-GC1 Air RGB, is the first ever gaming chair 
featuring RGB edge roll lighting. LED lighting can be set to loop through the RGB spectrum, or to any of the 

16 static solid colours. Lighting effects include white light breathing and colour flashing. All the comfort 
needed for long hours of gaming with an attractive design. 

 

Key Features 

Power bank and remote control batteries are not included - P7-GC1 RGB features edge roll lighting, 
Aerocool’s patented optic strip lighting.* We carefully selected the fibre optic strip best suited to provide 
the most attractive lighting and seamlessly incorporated this strip in the outer rim of the chair. * Design 
patented in the European Union, China and Taiwan. 

 
Lighting Effects - The RGB system comes with four lighting effects. Set the mood of your lighting with an 
easy to use remote control. 

 
Plenty of choices - When your chair is working in the solid-colour lighting mode, you can choose from any 
of the 16 available preset colours the one that best fits your taste and ambience. 

 
Innovative Design - The P7-GC1 Air RGB is Aerocool’s premium gaming chair. The first gaming chair on the 
market featuring edge roll lighting, Aerocool’s patented optic strip lighting.* We carefully selected the fibre 
optic strip best suited to provide the most attractive lighting and seamlessly incorporated this strip in the 
outer rim of the chair. 

 
Light It Up - All RGB functions are powered by a USB power-bank. You can conveniently place your power-
bank in the pocket below the chair.* 

 
Air Technology - A “breathing surface” means a fresher and comfortable chair despite hours of use. Our Air 
Technology combines an attractive pinhole design with premium non-woven materials and foams to 
provide you a superior airflow that keeps you cool. 

 
We Have Your Back - The P7-GC1 Air RGB comes with a detachable headrest and a lumbar cushion. Game 
on, we have your back. 

 
Game for Hours - The P7-GC1 Air RGB premium moulded foam padding offers you utmost comfort for 
those long gaming sessions. The padding covers the entire surface of the chair, including the lateral 
bolsters, your gaming station was never this comfortable. 

 
Chill Out - Recline the P7-GC1 AIR RGB to 180° to enjoy a power nap or relax staring at the ceiling. 

 
Arm Rest Your Way - The mechanism of the armrest allows to adjust them forward-backward, inward-
outward, up and down and also on their axis. 

 
Rock your Chair - The butterfly mechanism allows a rocking motion of up to 18°. Adjust the looseness of 
the mechanism through the spring located underneath the seat. A conveniently located lock allows setting 
the chair to a fixed position if you prefer static support. 
 
Sturdy and Reliable - Your chair comes equipped with a Class-4 hydraulic lift that supports up to 150kg. 

 



Superior Stability - A large metal base of 370mm ensures a superior stability. Large 75mm PU coated 
casters help to minimise noise and allow smooth movement on different kinds of surfaces. The casters' 
brakes provide enhanced stability for certain gaming scenarios such as car racing simulations. 

 
 

Specifications 
 

Model Name: P7-GC1 AIr RGB 

Chair Colour : Black / Blue 

Weight Capacity: <150kg/330lbs 

Height Limit: <2m/6’7” 

Colour Lighting: 16.8 Million Colours (RGB Colour Loop) 

Foam Type: High Density Moulding Foam 

Frame Type: Metal 

Adjustable Armrests: Yes, four-dimensional 

Adjustable Backrest: Yes, 90° - 180° 

Mechanism Type: Butterfly 

Rocking Mechanism: Yes, 3° - 18° 

Gas Lift Class & Height: Class 4 & Max. 80mm 

Base Size & Type: 370mm & Metal 

Caster Size & Material: 75mm & Nylon / PU 

Caster Brake: Yes 

Cover Material: Carbon PVC / Pinholes PU / High Quality PU 

Backrest Dimension (W x H x T): 58cm x 90cm x 21cm 

Seat Dimension (W x D x T): 60cm x 64cm x 6cm 

Connector: USB 

Powered By : Power Bank (Not Included) 

Lighting Control : Remote Controller (Battery Not Included) 

Warranty Period : 2 Years 

 
 
General Specifications 
 

Manufacturer Part Number: ACGC-2004111.B1 

EAN Number: 4713105969641 

Has Mains Plug: No 

Colour: Black 

What's In The Box: 
Chair 
Screws 
Allen Wrench 

Unit (Product) Dimensions (mm): 780mm x 1330mm x 790mm (W x H x D) 

Packaging Dimensions (mm): 720mm x 440mm x 900mm (W x H x D) 

Net Weight (KGs): 28.5 KGs 

Gross Weight (KGs): 32.5 KGs 

 


